A DIAMOND-IN-THE-ROUGH.
DU VERRE HARDWARE INTRODUCES The Argyle Collection by Gina Lubin.
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A beloved and iconic pattern, Argyle was born in the Scottish Highlands, home of fine
whiskey and tartans. This timeless pattern has had many incarnations from the famous
Scottish clans of Campbell to great knitwear and golfing gear more popular today.
Designed by Du Verre co-founder, Gina Lubin, Du Verre’s Argyle is all texture, sparkle
and fun. This simplified version plays on the strong graphic pattern of small diamond
shapes. This new collection will look great on cabinetry and furniture whether used
as an accent or for an entire kitchen or bath.
The Argyle Collection is offered in three finishes and four sizes of knobs and pulls.
Thanks to Du Verre’s progressive manufacturing methods, the Argyle Collection of
original knobs and pulls is made from environmentally friendly recycled aluminum.
As a result, Argyle is compatible with LEED objectives.

Du Verre Hardware is a leader in quality and original design for contemporary cabinet
hardware. With an outstanding roster of award winning designers, Du Verre Hardware
collections are an indispensable resource for design loving consumers and professionals alike. Du Verre Hardware can be found in some of the most beautiful interiors being
created today.
Du Verre Hardware is environmentally friendly. The cabinet hardware is made from
recycled aluminum and is compatible with LEED objectives. All items are in stock for
quick shipping. Du Verre ships around the world.
For more information about Argyle or any of Du Verre Hardware’s other collections
please contact us at 1-888-388-3773 or www.duverre.com.

www.duverre.com

